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Abstract—In multilingual communities, Surabaya-Indonesia 

is one of them, people commonly use at least two languages, 

indigenous and national languages. Due to the Javanese is the 

greatest ethnic group in Surabaya and Javanese is the most 

spoken, people still use Javanese language to communicate. 

However, an interesting phenomenon is detected in Instagram of 

“aslisuroboyo” account. Surprisingly, English is also frequently 

used by Netizens. Thus, this study tries to reveal the dominant 

language use and the reasons for the use of English in this 

account. Using netnography and virtual interview, the data were 

obtained. The results show that the Javanese was mostly used. 

However, the netizens were detected to use the English as well in 

the form of code- mixing. It is also revealed that women had a 

tendency to mix their languages while men did not. Some 

Javanese informants confessed that the use of English is for 

gaining prestige. This may suggest that the Javanese language 

has been losing its power to boost its users’ self-esteem in global- 

digital communication particularly in its written mode. Tactful 

instruction of the Javanese language should be made in order 

that this indigenous language can win the floor in written 

communication for its speakers. 

 
Keywords—language use; code mixing & switching; prestige; 

indigenous language 

I. INTRODUCTION 

One of the newest social media in the world is Instagram, a 

mobile app that allows users to capture and share images and 

videos with followers [1]. Despite its popularity, many people 

in Indonesia use Instagram as a means of modern medium of 

communication.  

Among the mushrooming emergence of Instagram 

account, the use of language in “aslisuroboyo” account is 

interesting to investigate. At least there are four points to 

support the claim. This account is popular in Surabaya, East 

Java. The main purpose of this account is to update all the 

information that is related to Surabaya, for instance, popular 

culinary, big events, and tourism resorts. This account is 

different from any other account because the netizens do not 

only concern with cultural identity as Javanese society but also 

still use the ethnic language, Javanese. In addition, the 

netizens of this account are mostly young Surabayanese 

notably whose dominant language is Javanese.  

Many researches have been done to reveal the use of 

English by non-native speakers, among others are the use of 

language among youth in Kazakhstan [2]; language choice, 

code switching, and code mixing in Biase [3]; and identity and 

language choice in South African [4]. The findings generally 

show that non-native speakers use English language more than 

their own native language. This entails that English becomes 

their dominant language. The reasons of this trend are as a 

means of constructing identity and gaining prestige. In 

addition, the study on language use in Facebook shows that 

English is the Facebookers’ dominant language. Their reason 

is that English is globally used in social media and they want 

to make a better understanding the posts made by other 

netizens [5]. 

Unlike the previous studies, this one was triggered by the 

initial language phenomenon that was found among netizens’ 

comments in Instagram of “aslisuroboyo” account. As its 

name of the account, this was created from, by, and for 

Javanese people as the medium to preserve the Javanese 

heritage, including the Javanese language; yet, English was 

frequently used. Therefore, this study tries to reveal: 1) What 

is the dominant language in the netizens’ comments? 2) What 

is the structure of their language? 3) What are the reasons for 

their use of English in their comments? 4) Is there any 

different language use between male and female?  

II. METHOD 

As this study investigates the use of written language on 

Instagram of “aslisuroboyo” account. The qualitative method 

was employed by conducting the combination of Netnography 

and virtual individual interview. The former is used to analyse 

people’s social activities and confronts onto the internet and 

throughout other technologically mediated communications to 

find recent uses of social media for communities [5]. Whereas 

the former is done to seek deeper netizens’ underlying reasons 

why they used English in the account of Javanese community.  

The data were collected from November to December 

2017 involving 58 netizens, 34 of them are females and 24 are 
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males. Of the total respondents, 21 netizens were frequently 

used English in their comments. Therefore, they were 

contacted for the virtual interview.  

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

A. The Dominant Language of “aslisuroboyo” Account 

The followers of “aslisuroboyo” account are mainly 

Surabayanese. As predicted, from 34 netizens, the dominant 

language used in this account is Javanese as it is widely 

spoken in Surabaya (70.59%). Other languages used 

consecutively from the greater to the lesser are Indonesian 

(17.65%) and English (11.76%). Thus, the netizens used 

Javanese as their ethnic language, Indonesian as their national 

language, and English as their foreign and international 

language. The underlying reasons, particularly, for using 

English in the netizens’ post are presented in section D.  

(01)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig.1. The Evidence of Javanese Language in Instagram 
 

It is good evidence that the Javanese language is still 

mostly favoured by young netizens in this Instagram account. 

The example of comments with Javanese as dominant 

language is presented in (01). The data shows that almost all 

netizens used Javanese in their posts. Some of the netizens 

wrote long comments in the account. This indicates that their 

Javanese proficiency is presumably high. A few English words 

are found. The first netizen used ‘sist’ or ‘sis’ which stands for 

sister in English. She continued using English: Recommended 

for fashion, now. Other English words used by other netizens 

in this excerpt (01) are queen street stuff, team, olshop (online 

shop), parking full, and Saturday. Similarly, a few Indonesian 

words are found. They are nama ‘name’, tercoreng ‘get bad 

label’, keselamatan ‘for safety’, and terima kasih ‘thank you’.  

Note to be made that as this account’s name is 

“aslisuroboyo”, Javanese used among netizens is Javanese-

Surabaya dialect. The distinguished words which are from the 

standard ones are koen ‘you’, totok ‘from’, bonek stands for 

bondo nekat ‘No money does not matter, it needs a gut to get 

something’. Another feature of this dialect is the use of the 

harsh expression. It is common to use “f” word in Surabaya 

for many purposes but it is not found in this excerpt. However, 

there is a sarcastic word to describe some one’s stupidity, 

pekok.   

B. Evidence of being bilingual and multilingual netizens 

When the closer attention is taken, the netizens did not use 

those three languages ‘monolingually’ but some of them used 

mix languages. Thus, different language patterns practiced by 

24 netizens in Instagram are detected, namely: mix Javanese-

Indonesian (12,5%), mix Javanese-English (45,8%), mix 

Indonesian-English (25%), and mix Javanese-Indonesian –

English (16,6%). This phenomenon is an example of the 

bilingual and multilingual practice of language use in social 

media.  

The following is the examples of the bilingual and 

multilingual practices in the Instagram account. Note: For 

consistency, writing convention is made that Javanese words 

are in Italic, Indonesian words are in the bold case, whereas 

English is in the normal case. 

There are netizens’ comments that were written in mix 

Javanese-Indonesian. An example is in (02) whereby there is 

one inserted Indonesian word sesuai ‘adjust’ literally but 

‘consider’ contextually. The remaining words are all in 

Javanese. However, there is an interesting phenomenon that 

one word is constructed by two languages. The base is in 

Indonesian whereas the suffix is in Javanese. The word sesuai 

should take –kan when it is fully Indonesian. But the netizen 

used –no, Javanese suffix. The Indonesian insertion into 

Javanese construction takes place in the initial sentence. 
 

(02) Sesuaino karo dompetmu pisan cak:v ojok angger2  

        mrunu. 

      ‘Consider the money you have made, don’t go there any  

        Time as you like.’ 

The mix Javanese-English is detected from the account, as 

in (03). The first part is Javanese and the last part is English.  

 

(03) Kok isok ngunu, unbelievable. 

      ‘How come, unbelievable.’ 

Another pattern is mix Indonesian-English as in (04). In 

this mix, the English word ‘hunting’ is inserted in the middle 

of the Indonesian sentence.   
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(04) Jadi kapan hunting kemari. 

      ‘When will we do hunting here.’ 

 

The interesting phenomenon of mix language pattern in 

“aslisuroboyo” account is the use of three languages of 

Javanese-Indonesian-English. Study the data in (05). 

(05) Iniloh te yang ndek dalan Kenjeran, nek udah release  

        ayo mrunu. 

      ‘I found one on Kenjeran Street, when it has been released,  

       let’s go there.’ 

The netizen wrote the comment in three languages in one 

sentence as in (05). S/He used pattern of the sentence in 

Javanese-Indonesian-English-Javanese/Indonesian. The only 

English word inserted is ‘released’.   

The finding may suggest that some of the netizens of 

“aslisuroboyo” account are bilinguals and multilinguals. This 

can be seen from the way they communicated with each other. 

They apply different strategies in using their languages to 

present their idea in written mode. They can use mix language 

patterns as a result of the possible mixtures of Javanese, 

Indonesian, and English languages. What levels are the 

netizens’ mix language? The detailed answer to this question 

is addressed in section C. 

In the past, Surabaya people’ communication is limited to 

their neighbors and their social network. In this digital era, 

however, their communication is not limited. Social media 

application including Instragram creates new advanced world 

communication. The use of the same mutual intelligible 

language is an obligatory medium unless the message is not 

comprehensible to receivers. The Instagram of “aslisuroboyo” 

account is an example.  

This account which is claimed to be the icon of Javanese 

ethnicity in Surabaya accommodates their netizens to build 

communication. The finding indicates that Javanese is still 

their dominant language. This is reasonable that Javanese is 

still mostly spoken language in the community. This claim is 

based on 1971 census that the speakers of vernacular language 

were 59%, the Indonesian language was 40.8%, foreign 

language is 0.2 % [6]. Similar data is also given by a linguist 

who claims that Javanese is the largest ethnic group in 

Indonesia, around 50% of the national population [7]. Ten 

years later, the 1980 national census released that Javanese 

was spoken as the native language by 40.5% of the total 

population [7]. 

This finding also sheds light on the Javanese language 

maintenance. Social media applications, including Instagram 

are new media to bring the Javanese language in use. People 

can post and reply to their comment using Javanese. In 

addition, almost everyone has a mobile phone which provides 

communication media, e.g. WhatsApp, Line, and many others. 

People can instantly communicate with anyone. This has never 

happened in the past people communicate face to face or by 

phone.  

As members of the world community, netizens of this 

account tries to use the world community’s language that is 

English beside their indigenous and national language. This 

finding allows netizens to manipulate three languages: 

Javanese, Indonesian, and English. The patterns of language 

are possible mixtures of these three languages. This is an 

evidence that Surabaya people have involved in the national 

and world community. As one of the netizens, for the latter 

case, wrote in his/her account in (12). S/he inserted English 

words into Javanese or Indonesian. S/he argued that “…the 

comment which is more qualified and can be accessed from 

abroad and home country” as in (14).  

 

(14) Pastinya lebih ingin comen yang lebih berbobot dan  

        bisa dilihat dari luar dan dalam negeri. 

       ‘Surely, I want to write the comment which is more 

qualified and can be accessed from abroad and home 

country.’  

    

The use of English among netizens is reasonable as 

English has become the global language. Besides, English is 

very popular language in the world and the function of English 

language nowadays is widely changing. English functions as 

native, second, foreign language and also language as lingua 

franca is also growing [8]. In other words, English is also 

defined as expanding language because English has become a 

foreign language in many countries as well as in Indonesia [2]. 

Likewise, [9] English has become an international language 

due to the increasing numbers of countries in the world which 

make English has become as a special role, an official 

language, and a foreign language [9]. Statistically, there are 70 

countries in the world which label English as the special 

status.   

The use of English nowadays has led to the dynamic 

changes. Due to its position and its powerful, English is 

popular among people in Indonesia and they study English as 

second and foreign language. Despite the fact that English is 

popular language, English is also perceived as a language of 

developed western countries. English spreads easily all around 

the world through media such as television programs, popular 

music, movies and so on [2]. In addition, the wider space for 

using English in practice of interactive communication is 

through social media like e-mail, WhatsApp, Facebook, 

Instagram, and so the like.  

Javanese world view is very influential and strongly shapes 

Indonesia’s national landscape because of the domination of 

Javanese language in the society  [7]. Javanese ethnic group is 

carrying along with their symbols of identity and it has spread 

throughout the archipelago and it also has created Javanese 

diaspora [7]. In the multilingual country like Indonesia, 

Javanese people commonly speak two languages: Javanese as 

their ethnic language and Indonesian as their national 

language. At present time, as everybody has a chance to be a 

part of the member of world community, English is also used 

in their communication regardless of the amount. This 

situation creates code mixing and leads to what so called a 

multilingual community as discussed in IVA.  
This trend of using more than one language among 

netizens in “aslisuroboyo” account is plausible as Javanese is 
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their ethnic language, Indonesian is their national language 

which everybody uses, and English as an international 

language that they have learned officially from junior high 

school. It is also the fact that English has blanketed their 

environments through exposures in community and media 

[10]. Thus, code mixing is unavoidable.   

Code mixing is the use of the element of language in 

which “a mixing or combination of different variations within 

the same clause.” [11]. For instance, the speaker mainly uses 

Indonesian but she or he inserts another language like the 

English language in order to look cool. Code mixing is divided 

into two, which are inner code mixing and outer code mixing  

[11]. Inner code mixing means mixed code derived from the 

original language with all its variations (formal, standard, 

informal, and non-standard). In contrast, outer code mixing 

means the speakers mix the code derived from foreign 

languages. It is acceptable to mix this code with the insertion 

of word, phrase, idiom, clause, and insertion from baster 

(combined forming native and foreign).  to make it look cool 

[11]. This claim is proven by the netizens’ opinion as 

addressed in section D. 

Some other netizens have another view toward the use of 

code switching. The Javanese language is valued low language 

compare with English even though nobody uses English in 

daily communication. English is viewed as more prestigious 

due to the position as the international language [9] [2]. 

The use of more than one language is a reflection of the 

fact that Surabaya is a multilingual community. In this setting 

people have varieties of language use based on their need and 

motivation [12]; in other words, language choice happens in 

multilingual societies as they have more than two languages 

[13]. The proper choice of a language is salient [12]. Due to 

the wrong choice of language or variety, the goal of 

communication is not achieved and it would be in a 

disadvantageous position  [13]. 

Another fact that the use of English among netizens is that 

they get used to using English for fixed technical terms which 

are not yet available in Indonesian and Javanese equivalent. 

The following in (15) and (16) are the examples. They used 

‘caption’ and ‘account’ for they not only accustomed to using 

these words but also caption does not have its Indonesian and 

Javanese equivalent.   

(15) Ojo lali mampir & cek caption kulo nggeh. 

‘Don’t forget to drop by & check my caption, okay.’ 

 

(16) Yang mau di tag gak punya account sosmed. 

‘One who will be tagged doesn’t have social media 

account.’  

 

Another reason, sadly enough, some netizens confessed 

that Javanese language is difficult. This phenomenon was also 

detected among elementary students who reported that they 

did not use Javanese as they get difficulty in applying in their 

communication  [14]  and they were not accustomed to write 

in Javanese  [7] 

C. Evidence of netizens’ language-mixing levels 

Code mixing is classified into two categories: inner code 

mixing and outer code mixing. However, the data shows that 

the most frequent type applied is outer code mixing. In respect 

to the comments of Netizens in “aslisuroboyo” posts, the 

Javanese language is a matrix language and insertions of 

English are embedded in the grammatical structure of 

Javanese. Similarly, there was evidence that insertion of 

English words is in Indonesian structure. The patterns of 

mixing languages have been addressed in section B above. 

However, the English insertions can be classified into three, 

namely: lexical items or words, phrases, and clauses. The 

description of these levels is presented in turns as follows.  

1) Netizens’ English insertion on word level 

There are 11 sentences which contain code mixing at the 

word level. The mixing can be Javanese and English (2 

sentences), Indonesian and English (3 sentences), and 

Javanese-Indonesian-English (6 sentences). 

An example of one English word insertion into Indonesian 

can be seen in (06). The matrix language is Indonesian, the 

word ‘strong’ is inserted. This adjective replaces Indonesian 

word kuat.   

 

(06) Situ masih strong kan? 

        ‘Are you still strong, aren’t you?’ 

 

Another example of one English word insertion is also 

found in Javanese structure, as seen in (07).    

 

(07) Makane ajak kids jaman old kayak aku. 

        ‘That’s why, invite the old era kids like me.’ 

 

The netizen employed English word ‘kids’ to substitute for 

Indonesian anak-anak, and s/he used ‘old’ for dulu. 

Interestingly, in this one Javanese sentence, there are two 

English words inserted. Yet, both of them are still on the word 

level.   

The striking phenomenon is that a half of netizens’ writing 

comments (6 out of 11 sentences) used three languages: 

Javanese-Indonesian-English with various structures. The 

brief discussion of this can be seen in (05) in Section IVB.  

 

2) Netizens’ English insertion on phrase level 

The netizens’ ability in using English comments in 

Javanese and Indonesian structure is not only on the word 

level but also on phrase level. There are eight sentences 

obtained from the comments of netizens to “aslisuroboyo” 

posts. They did code mixing at the phrase level. The patterns 

are, out of the total sentences, Javanese-English (6 sentences), 

Javanese-Indonesian, English (2 sentences), but no 

Indonesian-English mixing. 

The netizen’s comment as in (08) indicates that s/he is able 

to use English well. Of five words in the sentence, three of 

them are in English. Two of English switching is realized in 

the phrasal expression ‘take photo’ which is equivalent to 

ambil foto in Inonesian or njupuk gambar/foto in Javanese.   
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(08) Wonderful! Pengen take photo mrono. 

       ‘Wonderful! I want to take photo over there.’ 

 

Another phrasal expression is presented in (09). In this 

sentence, the netizen code mixed her/his writing in three 

languages. S/he might have used Javanese/Indonesian phrase 

ramah anak, however, s/he used English expression ‘kids 

friendly’ instead. 

(09) Mak tempatnya kayaknya kids friendly nih. 

        ‘Wow the place/object looks kids friendly hey.’ 

  

3) Netizens’ English insertion on clause level 

Even though there are not many netizens who wrote the 

fully English comment of their posts in “aslisuroboyo” 

account, some of them used English on clause level. The 

mixing code of English clause is inserted into Javanese and 

Indonesian structures. This netizens’ code switching on this 

level can be seen in (10) and (11). 

 

(10) Inget banget itukan, first time I go with you. 

        ‘I remember that moment vividly, the first time I go with  

         You.’ 

(11) Garai aku loro ati, Calo is full shit. 

        ‘It makes me hurt. Calo/Brooker is full shit.’ 

 

The two comments in (10) and (11) above share two things 

in common. The first, the netizens did code switching 

Indonesian-English and Javanese-English respectively on the 

clause level.  The second, the English clause is embedded in 

the last part of the netizens’ sentence writing.  

In summary, even though Javanese is a dominant language 

use in the comments of “aslisuroboyo” account, many netizens 

do code switching to Indonesian and English. The way 

netizens did code switching is varying. Some of them inserted 

English words into the Javanese and Indonesian structure on 

the word level, some on the phrase level, and some others on 

the clause level. This finding suggests that the netizens may 

have good proficiency in English. This also indicates that 

English has been to be used in Javanese community. This 

initial remark may open a gap for further research.   

D. Netizens’ reasons for using English 

SAside from the observation and documentation made by 

using Netnography, it is important to ask the question to the 

selected respondents regarding their use of English language 

in their comments on “aslisuroboyo” Instagram account. The 

netizens’ responses are salient as to know their underlying 

reasons which may reflect their attitude towards Javanese as 

their ethnic as well as the community language and the other 

language in question.    

 

 

(12) 

 

 
Fig.2. A Reason for Using English in Instagram 

 

There are 21 respondents who were detected to do code 

switching in their comments. Then they were contacted and 

given questions. Yet, fifteen of them who were willing to give 

back their responses. The netizens have some reasons for the 

use of English in their comments. Almost half of the 

respondents (7 out of 15) claimed that it looks cool (keren) 

and prestigious (kelihatan beda/wah) when using English in 

their communication due to fact that the position of English is 

as the International language as seen from the screenshot in 

(12). 

Some respondents confessed that they did code mixing 

unconsciously; it is like spontaneously expressed. Another 

reason is that they wanted to strengthen their skill in English; a 

kind of media for practice. Two respondents reported replied 

that they were accustomed to using English in their daily 

communication.  There is one respondent who stated that s/he 

code mixed into English as s/he got difficulty in using 

Javanese.  

E. Mixing languages and gender 

Studying the comments of “aslisuroboyo” posts, it seems 

that there is somewhat indicative of different language use 

among male and female netizens. It is found that female 

netizens have a tendency to mix languages more than female 

ones. During conducting this study, there were 21 participants 

who mixed their language. Of these total participants, 5 of 

them (24%) are males whereas 16 of them (76%) are females.  

An interesting phenomenon of female language is seen in 

the comment. They seem to use mitigator, and one of them is 

seen in (13).  

 

(13) Atur aja waktunya harus salah 1 orang dikapas off,  

        maybe Nursari atau Juli off, baru bisa out bareng ciwi- 

        ciwi.  

‘Set the time, one of them who are in Kapas should be  

off, maybe Nursari or Juli, then we can go out girls’ 

 

This female netizen used ‘may be’ which expresses 

uncertainty. Another similar expression is the use of 
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‘Wonderful!’ as in (08). Unlike male, male netizens’ 

expression seems to show their being independent and macho; 

to use swear word ‘full shit’ as in (11). These initial non-deep 

findings, however, should be followed by further 

comprehensive researches to support the possible bold 

statement.  

Language use between male and female have been 

revealed by language sociologists and linguistic 

anthropologists. The results of the study of gender and the use 

of language demonstrate that men and women use language in 

different ways. It was  found that women have a tendency to 

mix language while men have a tendency to use one language 

rather than mix the language [15]. Another study reveals that 

women mix language more due to the fact that women are 

more talkative and self-conscious than men [15]. Besides, 

women commonly use mitigators such as I think, may be, sort 

of and inessential qualifiers such as really happy, so beautiful 

[15]. This language makes women’s speech expresses 

uncertain and powerless. While men are more independent and 

they frequently use swear words. This study also tries to 

identify as to whether there is different language use between 

men and women. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The Instagram of “aslisuroboyo” account was established 

by Surabaya people who claim themselves as Surabaya 

original. This is an iconic account as it resembles of Javanese 

ethnicity. As it is expected that Javanese is still dominantly 

used by netizens. This account functions as one of the media 

to help Javanese people maintain their identity through the use 

of their ethnic language. Besides the Javanese language, 

Indonesian is frequently used either by inserting words to 

Javanese structure or mixing alternatingly with Javanese 

sentence. This mixed language is reasonable as Indonesian is 

their national language.  

The growing fast of social media triggers people to 

participate in global communication as part of the member of 

world community. In the Instagram of “aslisuroboyo” account, 

it is detected that netizens also used English in their posts. 

Then, the language used by netizens can be monolingual, 

bilingual, or multilingual. It means that the patterns can be 

either solely Javanese, Indonesian, or English; and also the 

possible mixtures of these three languages which are realized 

by netizens through the practice of code switching and code 

mixing.  

The netizens used English in their Instagram comments 

are inspired by some different reasons. As English is an 

international language, they wanted to build communication 

internationally. Some confessed that they wanted to get 

prestige and to be cool. Some other claimed that it is a kind of 

habit and spontaneously expressed. A striking reason, even 

though not many citizens, is that they get difficulty in using 

the Javanese language. In addition, there is an initial 

phenomenon that language use between men and women is 

somewhat different. Women have a tendency to mix languages 

more than men.  
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